C·A·R·T·H·U·S·I·A
A LAKE FULL OF STORIES

OUT: MARCH 2012

An inquisitive journey among the villas and gardens of Lake Como
Have you ever explored the extraordinary natural and artistic beauty of Lake Como?
A LAKE FULL OF STORIES is the ideal travelling companion with which to visit four splendid villas and their
marvellous gardens on the shores of the lake. A timeless journey, immersed in the secret yet magic atmosphere
surrounding these authentic architectural treasures. The individual charm of each of these unique places conceals
a story to be discovered, together with the memories of those who lived there, and all sorts of surprises both big
and small that young readers can discover through delightful stories and tales, large illustrations and interesting
additional facts and information.
Paperboard spiral bound volume of 40 pages • 4 posters and detachable postcards
In 16 x 23 cm format • Age from 7 years and above • € 16,90
Series: Curious glances
Journeys through unusual and timeless places
where the absorbing text and large-scale illustrations
interweave in order to draw particular attention to
Art,
astronomy, journeys through the region and much
more.
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Other titles in the series:
Between heart and sky
Pietro, Cesare, Vittoria Ligari
A family of artists
The trasures bridges
Monza from above, from below and even
looking down
We are all under the same sky
Stories about women, men, stars,
planets and moons
Garden colour command
Walking among sounds, smells and feelings
through four enchanted artistic gardens

Sguardi curiosi

Stupidorisiko
A geography of war
EMANUELA NAVA
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ROBERTA PEVERELLI

The well-known children’s writer
was born in Milan where she lives
and works.
She has published numerous
successful children’s books which
have been translated into several
different languages. She is also an
actress and scriptwriter and has
worked for five years as an author
for Albero Azzurro.

Lives and works in Monza,
where she creates images ranging
from those for children to logos,
graphic art and advertisement
illustrations. Over the last few
years she has published numerous
illustrated books for children for
Carthusia Edizioni as well as
national campaigns dealing with
communication of social issues.

An architect specialising
in garden and landscape
architecture, she is the author
of numerous essays and articles
as well as “Lario Romantico”,
an enquiry into some of the
more and less well-known villas,
country houses and gardens.
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